Harvard University Native American Program
In partnership with the
Harvard Project on American Indian Economic Development
Honoring Nations Program

NATION BUILDING
SYMPOSIUM
THURSDAY, MAY 9th
8:30AM - 5:30PM
ASKWITH HALL (Longfellow Hall, 13 Appian Way)
HARVARD GRADUATE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

PRESENTERS
Manley Begay, University of Arizona, American Indian Studies
Programs & Co-Director, HPAIED
Bryan Brayboy, Arizona State University, School of Social
Transformation
Dedra Buchwald, University of Washington, Center for Clinical
and Epidemiological Research
Duane Champagne, UCLA, Sociology/American Indian Studies
Stephen Cornell, Native Nations Institute/Udall Center & Co-
Director, HPAIED
N. Bruce Duthu, Dartmouth, Native American Studies
Michelle Hale, Arizona State University, American Indian Studies
Norbert Hill, Oneida Nation of Wisconsin
Dwight Lomayesva, UCLA, Tribal Learning Community
Educational Exchange
Dawn Mackety, National Indian Education Association
Jaime Pinkham, Bush Foundation
Dennis Norman, Harvard University Native American Program
Martín Sánchez-Jankowski, University of California Berkeley,
Joseph A. Myers Center for Research on Native American Issues
John Sirois, Chairman, Colville Confederated Tribes
Kenny Smoker, Ft. Peck Tribe, Health Promotion/Disease
Prevention Program
Malia Villegas, National Congress of American Indians
Dale Walker, Oregon Health and Science University, One Sky
Center

This event is free and open to the public